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SUMMARY

After a briefly presented visual stimulus disappears, observers retain a detailed representation of this stimulus for a short period of time. This sensory storage is called iconic memory. We measured iconic memory in
the perception of monkeys and its neuronal correlates in the primary visual cortex (area V1). We determined
how many milliseconds extra viewing time iconic memory is worth and how it decays by varying the duration
of a brief stimulus and the timing of a mask. The V1 activity that persists after the disappearance of a stimulus
predicted accuracy, with a time course resembling the worth and decay of iconic memory. Finally, we examined how iconic memory interacts with attention. A cue presented after the stimulus disappears boosts attentional influences pertaining to a relevant part of the stimulus but only if it appears before iconic memory
decayed. Our results relate iconic memory to neuronal activity in early visual cortex.
INTRODUCTION
Our visual system takes in a large amount of information with
every fixation of the eyes. Only a fraction of it can be processed
and remembered. There are different forms of memory that act
on distinct timescales, including working memory, which is associated with persistent activity of neurons,1,2 and long-term memory, which is laid down in the patterns of synaptic weights. In visual
perception, there also exists a short-lasting, very-high-capacity
memory store that is known as iconic memory.3–7 Sperling3 conducted seminal studies on this form of memory. In one of his
studies, subjects saw a display with 12 letters and digits ordered
in three rows during a 50-ms time interval (Figure 1A). In one condition, called ‘‘whole report,’’ the subjects were asked to report all
letters that they remembered. They were able to report four letters,
on average, a number that hardly increased for longer stimulus
durations, up to 500 ms. This result implies that the capacity limitation was not caused by the limited visibility of the briefly presented letters but by an inability to memorize more than four items,
a finding which was reproduced many times.8–12 According to
contemporary terminology, the four items are in working memory,
which is a memory store that can last for seconds and is relatively
resilient against interference by subsequent visual stimuli.
Sperling3 also carried out a ‘‘partial report’’ version of the
experiment, which revealed compelling evidence for another
storage mechanism that precedes working memory. In this
version of the task, the subjects heard a tone immediately after
stimulus offset, cueing subjects to report a specific row of letters
(Figure 1A). The remarkable finding was that subjects were

typically able to reproduce all letters of a cued row. Apparently,
they had access to a representation of all 12 letters, even though
they were not visible anymore, and they could report the relevant
subset upon cueing. The inferred early, high-capacity buffer that
contains all letters was later called ‘‘iconic memory.’’ Iconic
memory was found to decay quickly because a delay of a few
hundred milliseconds between stimulus offset and cue onset
decreased the subject’s capacity to report the letters to the level
without cueing. Apparently, iconic memories provide a rich representation of the visual scene but are short lived. Additional
research demonstrated that iconic memories are erased when
they are overwritten by another visual stimulus or mask.4,5,13
Although previous studies described the properties of iconic
memory at a perceptual level, we know remarkably little about
its neuronal mechanisms and the readout of this high-capacity
memory buffer. A briefly presented visual stimulus elicits a
response that is selective for the stimulus and outlasts the stimulus duration in the primary visual cortex (area V1) and higher visual cortical areas, including the inferotemporal cortex.14–18
Furthermore, in all these areas, the delayed stimulus-selective
responses can be interrupted by a mask.15,16,19,20 A modeling
study therefore proposed that the late, decaying phase of the
neuronal response elicited by a brief visual stimulus might correspond to the iconic memory trace.21 This hypothesis has, to our
knowledge, not yet been tested experimentally. In the present
study, we aimed to assess the relation between iconic memory
and the late, decaying phase of V1 activity elicited by brief stimuli. We assessed two measures of iconic memory in the behavior
of macaque monkeys, ‘‘worth’’ and ‘‘decay,’’ and compared
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Figure 1. Iconic memory paradigm
(A) Sperling’s experiment. The subjects saw a display with 12 letters for a short amount of time. In the partial report version of the paradigm, an auditory cue
indicated which row had to be reported.
(B) Stimulus design. The monkeys made eye movements to one of six purple targets, organized in pairs. The actual stimulus consisted of white curves on a gray
background (as in D). The contour elements shown as black solid lines are always visible (skeleton), and a subset of the gray dashed contour elements
(discriminant segments) are only displayed briefly. In this example stimulus, the RF (green rectangle) fell on one of the discriminant segments.
(C) Example configurations. On each trial, one of the discriminant segments is shown per pair so that only one of the purple circles of that pair is connected to the
branch point.
(D) Stimulus sequence. After the monkey had maintained gaze at the fixation point for 300 ms, the skeleton was visible for 250 ms. Next, the three discriminant
segments were shown for a variable duration (58, 105, 152, 200, or 247 ms). After the discriminant segments disappeared, a meta-contrast mask was displayed
for 100 ms on half of the trials, whereas the skeleton was displayed in the other half of the trials. At a delay of 750 ms after the onset of the discriminant segments, a
central cue appeared (see inset), probing one of the pairs. At this moment, the fixation point became green, cueing the monkey to make an eye movement to the
purple circle that had been connected to the branch point of the cued pair. The green rectangle denotes the RF of the recorded neurons and was not visible to the
monkey.

these behavioral measures to properties of the late phase of the
response of V1 neurons.
The worth quantifies the amount of information contained in
iconic memory, in terms of extra stimulus viewing time, i.e.,
how much extra viewing time the icon is worth. Loftus and colleagues22 described a straightforward method to measure the
worth. They compared the accuracy of observers in a condition
in which a stimulus was followed by a mask overwriting iconic
memory to that in a condition without a mask. The worth is the
extra time for which a masked stimulus needs to be visible before
it can be recalled with the same accuracy as an unmasked stimulus. They observed that worth of iconic memory in human
2 Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021

observers varies between 70 and 100 ms. Loftus et al.22 also
measured the shape of the decay of iconic memory by varying
the delay between the offset of the stimulus and the onset of
the mask. They observed that iconic memory decayed with a
time constant of around 100 ms, although studies using other
procedures observed longer time constants, up to 400 ms.23
In the present study, we measured the worth and decay of
iconic memory and compared it to the activity of neurons in
area V1 using a modified curve-tracing task (Figures 1B–1D).24
The monkeys directed their gaze to a fixation point and had to
determine which of six purple circles was connected to this fixation point by a curve that consisted of a number of contour
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Figure 2. Behaviorally determined worth
The monkeys’ accuracy (y axis) in the presence
(black traces) and absence of a mask (green
traces) depended on the duration for which the
discriminant segments were visible. The lines
represent fits of sigmoidal functions, and the horizontal shift (red arrow) represents the worth. Error
bars, SEM across sessions.

elements that were presented in a piecemeal manner. There
were three pairs of curves, each starting at a branch point close
to the fixation point (Figure 1B). On every trial, a ‘‘discriminant’’
contour element appeared for only one of the curves in each
pair, connecting the branch to one of the purple circles (Figures
1C and 1D; Video S1). The monkey had to memorize the three
discriminant contour elements. After a variable delay after the
discriminant segment disappeared, we presented a central
cue, which was a small contour element connecting the fixation
point to one of the three branch points. The monkeys reported
which of the two purple circles had been connected by a curve
to the respective branch point with an eye movement. To
examine the role of iconic memory, we presented a metacontrast mask in 50% of trials to erase iconic memory for the
discriminant segments (Figure 1D).
It is of interest to compare this design to that by Sperling.3
Instead of letters, the monkeys had to memorize discriminant
contour elements, and the later central cue played the same
role as the auditory cue in Sperling’s task. We examined the
behavioral worth by comparing the accuracy on masked and
non-masked trials and measured a neuronal worth by monitoring
the neuronal activity elicited by the discriminant segments in
area V1. In addition, we varied the delay between stimulus offset
and mask onset to assess the decay of iconic memory. We found
that the neuronal measures for worth and decay were in the
same range as the behavioral measures and that variability in
the strength of the decaying V1 response after the stimulus is
no longer visible predicted the monkeys’ accuracy, implying it
provides a neuronal correlate of iconic memory. We also reproduced the attentional cueing effect at the behavioral and
neuronal level. It was most pronounced for cues that appeared
before or shortly after the presentation of the discriminant contour elements, before iconic memory decayed.
RESULTS
To examine the relation between iconic memory and neuronal
activity in V1, we first examined the worth and compared it to
V1 activity in the presence and absence of a mask. The worth
of iconic memory is measured as extra viewing time in milliseconds, e.g., the worth would be 100 ms if a masked stimulus
would need to be presented 100 ms longer to compensate for
the loss of accuracy caused by the mask.

Behavioral worth of iconic memory
In the curve-tracing task, three pairs of
two purple circles could be briefly connected to three branch points by discriminant contour elements, and one of these
branch points was later connected to
the fixation point by a cue (Figures 1B–1D). We presented the
discriminant contour elements for different durations, and
the monkeys had to memorize the three segments because the
cue, i.e., the connection to the fixation point, was presented after
the discriminant segments disappeared, at the end of the trial.
We expected that iconic memory would be beneficial in this
task, because the discriminant segments were displayed only
briefly. To measure the performance in the different conditions,
we collected a total of 15,133 trials (in 13 sessions) and 20,891
trials (7 sessions) in monkey D and monkey M, respectively.
In half of the trials, we erased iconic memory with a metacontrast mask with a duration of 100 ms (Figure 1D). Masking
decreased the accuracy of both monkeys (likelihood ratio test,
testing whether accuracy depended on presence of the mask;
see STAR Methods, p = 3.2$1010 for monkey D and p =
1.5$1011 for monkey M; Figure 2). The effect of the mask was
well described as a rightward shift of the psychometric function.
To estimate the worth, we fitted a sigmoidal function to the accuracy in both conditions and measured the horizontal shift (Figure 2). In monkey D, the estimated worth was 61 ms with a
95% confidence interval of [39 ms, 91 ms] (estimated using a
bootstrapping procedure; see STAR Methods). The behavioral
worth estimate for monkey M was 66 ms with a 95% confidence
interval of [47 ms, 86 ms]. Hence, iconic memory appears to add
just over 60 ms to the effective presentation time of a briefly presented stimulus.
The accuracy of the monkeys asymptoted at a value below
100%. This asymptote provides a measure of the maximum
number of items that the monkeys held in working memory. An
accuracy of 100% would imply that they held all three discriminant segments in memory and an accuracy of 50% (chance level)
that they remembered none. The asymptotic number of items in
working memory can be approximated as 6 3 (accuracy  0.5),
and it was 1.42 for monkey D (asymptotic accuracy, 73.6% ±
1.5%; mean ± SEM) and 1.22 for monkey M (asymptotic accuracy, 70.4% ± 2.1%).
Neuronal worth can account for behavioral worth
To estimate the neuronal worth, we recorded the activity of V1
neurons in both monkeys during the task using chronically implanted electrode arrays (Utah probes). We recorded the activity
of 20 V1 recording sites in monkey D and 18 recording sites in
monkey M during the same sessions that were used to compute
Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021 3
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Figure 3. The neuronal worth in V1
(A and B) Activity elicited by the stimulus with the discriminant segment in the RF (dark green, black) or not in the RF (light green, gray) in the presence (black, gray)
and absence of a mask (dark and light green) in monkey D (A) and monkey M (B). The insets above illustrate the different stimulus conditions. The panels below
(legend continued on next page)
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the behavioral worth. We ensured that the receptive fields (RFs)
of the V1 neurons fell on one of the discriminant contour elements and not on other parts of the stimulus.
As expected, the appearance of the discriminant segment in
the V1 RF elicited a visually driven response (dark green traces
in Figures 3A and 3B), RespIn, with a duration that depended
on presentation time. The disappearance of the discriminant
segment elicited a second small peak in the response of some
V1 neurons, and thereafter, the activity gradually decreased
to the level of spontaneous activity. The other discriminant
segment of the same curve pair did not elicit a V1 response (light
green in Figures 3A and 3B), RespOut, because it did not fall in the
RF. As a measure for the information that could be relayed by the
V1 neurons about the discriminant segment at each moment, we
calculated the response difference, RespDiff = RespIn  RespOut
(Figures 3A and 3B, green area in the lower panels), which
evidently increased for longer stimulus durations (green line in
Figures 3C and 3D).
In trials with the meta-contrast mask, the onset of the mask
caused a sharp increase in neural activity (black and gray traces
in Figures 3A and 3B), irrespective of the location of the discriminant segment. Accordingly, the mask quickly abolished RespDiff
and curtailed the information about the location of the discriminant segment (compare gray and green areas in lower panels
of Figures 3A and 3B). Neurons at individual recording sites exhibited the same effect (see Figure S1 for representative
recording sites from both monkeys). To assess significance,
we fit a general linear model to the area of RespDiff across
recording sites with a single slope term for stimulus duration (resulting in parallel lines for both levels of masking; Figures 3C and
3D). Both the main effect of stimulus duration and the main effect
of masking were highly significant in both monkeys (monkey D:
tduration = 41.4, pduration = 2.7$1093, tmask = 14.0, pmask =
1.9$1030; monkey M: tduration = 73.0, pduration = 9.8$10125,
tmask = 38.6, pmask = 6.5$1083). The horizontal shift between
the two lines (Figures 3C and 3D) represents the neuronal worth,
which was 45 ms for monkey D (95% confidence interval [41 ms,
50 ms]) and 70 ms for monkey M (95% confidence interval
[65 ms, 72 ms]). The neuronal worth fell well within the confidence intervals of the behavioral worth of the two monkeys,
and it is therefore compatible with the behavioral worth estimate
(Figure S2). The behavioral worth estimates in the two monkeys
(61 and 66 ms) were more similar than the neural worth estimates
(45 and 70 ms). However, our design compares conditions within
monkeys, and it is not suitable for an analysis of individual differences, which would require testing many more monkeys.
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The strength of decaying V1 activity after stimulus offset
predicts accuracy
Although a statistical comparison across monkeys was not
feasible, we were able to investigate whether variations in the
level of decaying activity in V1 across trials predicts the accuracy of the two monkeys. We used a support vector machine
(SVM) to achieve maximal discriminative power across V1
recording sites, training it to discriminate between trials with
the discriminant segment inside and outside of the RF, based
on the decaying response phase (50–250 ms after stimulus
offset; gray shaded region in Figure 3B). The SVM defines a hyperplane that maximally separates trials in which the discriminant segment had fallen into the RF from those in which it
had not, and the distance from this hyperplane can be quantified with an SVM score. The SVM score is high on trials in which
V1 neurons had been activated by the discriminant segment
and low on trials where it fell outside the RF (ScoreIn versus
ScoreOut in Figure 3D). To investigate whether variations in the
magnitude of the decaying response phase are related to accuracy, we used the SVM score to sort trials in which the discriminant segment had been in the RF (ScoreIn) into two groups,
with high and low levels of decaying activity (median split), using
stimulus durations of 59, 106, and 153 ms (accuracy asymptoted for longer durations, leaving less room for it to be influenced; Figure 2). We first investigated the monkeys’ accuracy
on trials in which the central cue instructed them to report about
the RF stimulus. The monkeys’ performance was better if the
decaying response was strong than if it was weak (monkey D,
61% versus 52%; monkey M, 57% versus 51%; Figure 3D).
These accuracy differences were significant (monkey D, p <
0.01; monkey M, p < 0.02; bootstrap test). We repeated the
analysis for trials in which the discriminant segment fell in the
RF, but the central cue instructed the monkeys to report about
another pair of curves, not in the RF. On these trials, the decaying activity level did not predict accuracy (the other two cue locations and two monkeys; all p > 0.05; bootstrap test). We
conclude that variability in the strength in the V1 decaying
response phase predicts accuracy but only when the monkeys
report about the RF stimulus.
The decay of neuronal worth accounts for the decay of
behavioral worth
The worth provides an estimate of the effective extra viewing
time that iconic memory is equivalent to. We next examined
the time course of iconic memory. Loftus et al.22 showed
how to estimate iconic memory’s decay by assessing the

represent Respdiff, which is the difference in activity elicited by the conditions with the discriminant segment inside and outside the RF in the presence (gray area)
and absence of masking (green area). The extra activity difference that occurs without masking is shown as a green area and corresponds to our measure of the
neuronal worth.
(C) Integrated Respdiff as function of the stimulus duration in the presence (black) and absence of a mask (green). The data points correspond to the shaded areas
in the bottom row of (A) and (B). Lines represent linear fits and error bars the SEM across recording sites. The horizontal shift between the lines (red arrow)
corresponds to the neuronal worth. Insets, distribution of the worth estimates determined for individual recording sites.
(D) Upper: SVM that maximally separates trials with the discriminant segment inside and outside the RF of the V1 recording sites in monkey D. Histograms,
distribution of SVM scores across trials with the discriminant segment inside (dark green) and outside the RF (light green). We used a time window from 50 to
250 ms after stimulus offset (gray rectangle in B) on trials with shorter stimuli (%153 ms). We performed a median split on the SVM score on trials with decaying
activity elicited by the discriminant segment to compare the monkeys’ accuracy on trials with high and low V1 activity. We here selected trials in which the monkey
was cued to report about the pair of curves in the V1 RFs (n = 1/3 of these trials). The accuracy was higher on trials with a higher level of decaying V1 activity (black
bars) than if the V1 activity was low (white bars). n, number of trials in the analysis. The p-values indicate the result of a bootstrap test.
See also Figures S1 and S2.
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Figure 4. Decay of iconic memory
(A) The discriminant segments were shown for a constant duration, and the delay between their offset and the onset of the mask (MOL, mask onset latency) was
varied.
(B) Accuracy of monkey D (left) and M (right) as function of MOL. Error bars, SEM across sessions.

accuracy for different delays between stimulus offset and
mask onset. If the mask is not presented immediately after
the offset of the stimulus but delayed by a mask onset latency
(MOL), the increase in accuracy gives insight in the information
available in iconic memory during the MOL, i.e., the interval’s
partial worth.
The monkeys performed a version of the task in which the
stimulus duration stayed the same, and only the MOL varied
across trials (Figure 4A). We recorded 10,778 trials (10 sessions)
in monkey D and 21,522 trials in monkey (9 sessions). For monkey D, the presentation time of the discriminant segments was
83 ms. Monkey M had a lower accuracy, and we therefore presented the discriminant segments for 153 ms. The accuracy of
both monkeys was lowest at a MOL of 0, because the mask
completely blocked iconic memory. Performance increased for
longer MOLs because less of the icon was blocked by the
mask (Figure 4B; likelihood ratio test; p = 5.4$103 for monkey
D and p = 3.4$104 for monkey M). The accuracy increase was
steeper at short MOLs and decreased at longer values. The diminishing returns at longer intervals gives insight into the decay
of iconic memory. The monkeys’ accuracy depends on the total
information provided by iconic memory up to the MOL, in other
words, the masking curve represents the integral of information
provided by iconic memory. Vice versa, the temporal profile of
6 Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021

the iconic memory trace should correspond to the masking
curve’s derivative.22
We next examined how the simultaneously recorded late V1 activity depends on the MOL, assessing the partial worth at different
time points (Figure 5) for 20 recording sites in monkey D and 18
recording sites in monkey M. One of the discriminant segments
fell in the neurons’ RF and elicited a visual response, RespIn (green
trace in Figures 5B and 5C), whereas the other segment did not
(RespOut, black trace). When the MOL is 0 ms, iconic memory is
prevented by the mask so that the difference in activity, RespDiff,
is driven by the visual stimulus only (gray area in the lower panels
of Figures 5B and 5C). RespDiff increased monotonically with the
MOL, due to an increasing contribution of the late V1 response
when the mask was delayed (light green area). As in the previous
experiment, the integral of RespDiff (dark plus light green area in
Figures 5B and 5C) provides an estimate of the V1 information
about the location of the discriminant segment, and it increased
for larger values of the MOL (Figures 5B–5D).
How well does the neuronal decay function account for the
behavioral decay function? To address this question, we
compared neuronal activity in V1 to the temporal profile of the
behavioral iconic memory decay function. Specifically, we first
determined the behavioral d-prime (derived from the data in
Figure 4B) as function of the MOL because, unlike d-prime,
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Figure 5. Iconic decay function in V1
(A) The discriminant segment appeared either inside or outside the RF, and the mask appeared after the MOL.
(B and C) Average V1 activity elicited in the condition with the discriminant segment inside (green) or outside the RF for each MOL for monkey D (B) and M (C).
RespDiff represents the activity difference and increases for larger values of the MOL. The visually driven response can be estimated from the MOL = 0 condition
(gray area), and the extra activity elicited at longer MOLs represents a neuronal estimate of the partial worth of iconic memory (green areas).
(D) Correlation between the extra neuronal information (RespDiff in C) and behavioral d-prime across the different mask-onset latencies. Horizontal error bars,
SEM of RespDiff across recording sites, estimated as the area under the curve in (B) and (C). Vertical error bars, SEM of d-prime across recording sessions.
See also Figure S4.

increases in accuracy with improved visibility are smaller if it is
already close to 100% (a ‘‘ceiling effect’’). We then examined
how well RespDiff accounted for the variance in d-prime, using
linear regression (Figure 5D). RespDiff explained 90.9% (p =
0.012) of the variability in d-prime in monkey D and 93.2% (p =
0.0077) in monkey M. The correlation between the neuronal
and behavioral decay functions provides further support for the
hypothesis that the late V1 response after stimulus offset provides a neuronal correlate of iconic memory.

Partial report
In the partial report version of Sperling’s experiment,3 the subjects heard an auditory tone that indicated which items needed
to be reported (Figure 1A). Later work replicated the results
with a visual cue.4,7 Only if the cue appeared during the phase
in which the items were still in iconic memory, subjects could
selectively report the cued items, whereas they did not benefit
if the cue was presented at a later time point, when iconic memory had decayed.
Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021 7
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We created a partial report version of our paradigm by varying
the delay between the central cue and the discriminant segments (Figure 6A). In this version, we did not use masking so
that the monkeys could use the full iconic memory trace of the
discriminant segments, which were shown for 183 ms in monkey
D and 294 ms in monkey M. In one condition (pre-cue), we presented the central cue before the onset of the discriminant segments so that the animal could focus on the relevant curve pair,
which was expected to result in a high accuracy. In the other
conditions, the cue was presented after the offset of the discriminant segments with a cue-onset latency (COL) of 0, 47, 117, or
176 ms for monkey M and a COL of 0, 33, 67, or 117 ms for monkey D (Figure 6A). Trials with different COLs were randomly interleaved. We expected a maximal benefit from iconic memory for
short values of the COL and poorer performance at larger values,
when iconic memory had decayed. Figure 6B shows that the
behavioral results in this paradigm are in line with the original
findings by Sperling.3 As expected, the accuracy was higher
for the condition in which the cue was presented throughout
the trial (pre-cue) than the condition in which the cue was presented immediately after the offset of the discriminant segments
(paired t test across sessions; p = 6.5$103, t = 3.2, df = 15 for
monkey D and p = 1.9$108, t = 22.0, df = 8 for monkey M).
Importantly, the accuracy for the immediate cue (COL = 0)
was, in turn, higher than that for the longest COL (117 ms in monkey D and 176 ms in monkey M; p = 6.1$104, t = 4.3, df = 15 for
monkey D and p = 1.5$105, t = 9.3, df = 8 for monkey M). The
early cue apparently allowed the monkeys to take advantage
of the iconic memory trace of the discriminant segment of the
cued pair of curves.
We know from previous work that human observers who trace
a target curve among distractor curves direct their attention to all
contour elements of the target curve.25 In monkeys, it is possible
to monitor this attentional selection process by recording
neuronal activity in V1, because the activity that is elicited by a
traced curve is enhanced compared to that elicited by distractor
curves.24 If the monkey makes an error and selects the wrong
curve, it is the erroneously selected curve that elicits extra activity, implying that selection signals in V1 are related to the monkey’s perceptual decision.26–28 Previous studies demonstrated
that V1 activity can also give insight into how information at multiple branch points (e.g., the central cue and the discriminant
segments) is combined to reach a correct behavioral decision.29,30 In the present paradigm, we therefore examined how
the central cue and the discriminant segments jointly determine
V1 activity. We configured the stimulus such that the V1 RF fell on
the skeleton (Figure 7A). Specifically, the element in the RF now
was the distal contour element connecting the discriminant
segment to one of the purple circles. This distal contour element
in the V1 RF was visible throughout the trial, and it was identical
across all stimuli (Figure 7A). Hence, any modulation of V1 activity in this experiment arises due to contextual influences originating outside the RF, including the effects of attentional
selection.
We recorded V1 activity at 25 recording sites in monkey M
(22,016 trials in 9 sessions) and at 13 sites in monkey D
(14,604 trials in 16 sessions; a hardware problem caused loss
of neuronal data so that 7,004 trials in 8 sessions remained). Figures 7C–7E illustrate the neuronal data for monkey M (results in
8 Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021
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monkey D were similar, but we did not pool across monkeys
because of the distinct event timing; see Figure S3).
In the pre-cue condition, the appearance of the skeleton’s contour element in the RF triggered a visually driven response (Figures 7A–7C). The cue was presented at the same time so that
the monkey knew which of the curve pairs was task relevant.
Upon the appearance of the discriminant segments (t = 0 and
blue horizontal line in Figure 7C; see also Figure S3A), the activity
elicited by the distal contour element increased if it was connected to a discriminant segment (continuous green and black
lines in Figures 7A–7C) compared to when it was not (dashed in
Figures 7A–7C). We call this effect connectedness modulation
(ConnMod) (green and gray filled regions in Figure 7C) and note
that it reproduces the increased activity elicited by relevant
curves in V1 during curve tracing24 and other tasks that require
contour integration.31 ConnMod was determined in a time window from 100 to 300 ms after the appearance of the discriminant
segments, and it was significant for both the cued (green area in
Figures 7C and S3A; paired t test; monkey M, p = 6.7$1023; monkey D, p = 5.1$109) and non-cued curve pairs (gray area in Figure 7C; monkey M, p = 1.6$1017; monkey D, p = 1.1$105).
Average ConnMod for the cued curve pair was 0.17 and 0.65
(normalized units; see STAR Methods) for monkeys M and D,
respectively. ConnMod for the non-cued curve pair was weaker,
on average of 0.05 and 0.27 for monkey M and D, respectively
(paired t test; monkey M, t24 = 25.6, p = 6.2$1019; monkey D,
t12 = 7.0, p = 1.3$105). Apparently, the central cue amplified
connectedness modulation for the relevant pair of curves and/
or decreased it for the irrelevant pair. We measured the amplitude
and time course of this attentional effect induced by the central
cue by subtracting ConnMod for the irrelevant (cued) pair from
that for the relevant (non-cued) pair (DConnMod; purple region
in Figure 7C). This attentional effect on connectedness modulation appeared about 150 ms after the onset of the discriminant
segments and lasted approximately 250 ms.
In the other trials, the cue was presented after the discriminant
segments so that the monkey had to memorize all three discriminant segments. In these conditions, ConnMod was prominent
during the phase in which the discriminant segments were visible
(p < 1017 and p < 105 in monkeys M and D, respectively; Figures 7C–7E). We next investigated the influence of cue timing. In
the post-cue conditions, cueing of the curve pair within the RF
increased ConnMod, after the discriminant segments had disappeared, especially if the COL was 0 ms (purple area in Figure 7D).
We calculated the average DConnMod in a 200-ms time window starting 100 ms after cue onset. In monkey M, the level of
DConnMod decreased for longer COLs, from 0.063 at a COL
of 0 ms to 0.026 at a COL of 176 ms (paired t test; p =
2.6$108; t24 = 8.1). Hence, the influence of the cue on connectedness modulation declines when the iconic memory trace subsides. We obtained similar results in monkey D with a DConnMod
of 0.167 at a COL of 0 ms and a decreased value of 0.050 at a
COL of 117 ms (the longest COL tested in this monkey; p =
7.3$104; t12 = 4.5).
To assess how well the influence of cue timing on neuronal responses (DConnMod) matched the influence on behavioral performance (d-prime), we performed a linear regression (Figure 7F).
The match was very good (R2 of 80.6% and p = 0.039 in monkey
M; R2 = 93.1% and p = 0.008 in monkey D). These results, taken
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Figure 6. Varying the timing of the central cue
(A) In the pre-cue condition, the central cue was presented 50 ms before the onset of the discriminant segments and remained visible throughout the trial. Gray
segments represent the iconic memory trace in the brain (not presented on the screen). In the COL = 0 condition, the central cue is presented while the iconic
memory trace is still available. In the COL = 176 condition, the central cue is presented after iconic memory has decayed.
(B) Accuracy of monkey D (left) and M (right) as function of COL. Error bars represent SEM across sessions.
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together, indicate that cues presented during the iconic memory
phase (at a COL of 0 ms) improve the monkeys’ accuracy and
cause an increase in attentional selection signals in V1. Apparently, the cue was combined with the iconic memory trace of
the discriminant segment to specifically increase the activity of
V1 neurons with a RF close to the relevant purple circle (Figure 7G). However, once the iconic memory has decayed, the
cue had little influence on the connectedness modulation and
hardly benefitted the monkeys’ performance.
DISCUSSION
Previous research demonstrated that iconic memory resembles
a fading sensory trace of a visual image7,22 with a rich content
that can be used as if the stimulus were still visible.32 We reproduced critical properties of the classic Sperling paradigm in
monkeys, using an adapted curve-tracing paradigm (Figure 1A).
We demonstrated that properties of iconic memory correspond
to the decaying V1 activity that occurs after a stimulus has disappeared. The monkeys had to memorize a number of discriminant
segments in a whole report version of the paradigm, in which we
presented a central cue at a late time point. The monkeys’ accuracy increased for longer stimulus durations, but it did not reach
100%, in accordance with a limited memory capacity of less than
2 items of the two monkeys.
We measured the worth, an estimate of the additional viewing
time to which iconic memory is equivalent, by comparing the
monkey’s accuracy in trials with and without a mask.22 The
mask caused a rightward shift of the psychometric function, indicating that iconic memory was worth 61 ms in monkey D (95%
confidence interval [39 ms, 91 ms]) and 66 ms in monkey M
(95% confidence interval [47 ms, 86 ms]), which is slightly less
than the worth reported in humans (70–100 ms).22 The late, decaying activity after stimulus offset21 in V1 accounted for the
properties of iconic memory. The V1 information about the location of the discriminant segment was overridden by the metacontrast mask, which invariably evoked a strong, non-additive
neuronal response.16,19 In non-masked trials, the extra V1 activity
did not strongly depend on stimulus duration and was therefore
equivalent to a fixed amount extra viewing time. Accordingly,
we could estimate a neuronal worth in V1 as the extra viewing
time necessary to compensate for masking and obtained values
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of 44 ms and 70 ms in the two monkeys. These values were
compatible with the behaviorally determined worths, supporting
the view that the decaying V1 activity after stimulus offset provides a neuronal correlate of iconic memory. This view was supported by an analysis of individual trials. A higher level of decaying
V1 activity after stimulus offset predicted a higher accuracy but
only if monkeys reported the discriminant segment that had fallen
in the RF of the V1 neurons.
The hypothesis that the decaying V1 response corresponds to
iconic memory was further supported when we assessed the
decay of iconic memory by varying the delay between stimulus
offset and the mask. In accordance with human psychophysics,22,33 we observed that the accuracy of the monkeys initially
improved quickly when the MOL was prolonged but that further
increases gave rise to diminishing returns. The shape of the
behavioral decay function was correlated to the extra V1 activity,
signaling the location of the discriminant segment when the
mask was delayed (Figure 5D). The results of the first two paradigms, taken together, revealed a remarkable similarity between
the properties of iconic memory and the decay of neuronal information in V1. In accordance with the literature on iconic memory,
the worth corresponded to a constant amount of extra viewing
time, reflected by horizontal shifts of the psychometric and neurometric functions (Figures 2, 3C, and 3D). The decay experiment extended these findings by showing that the decay of V1
activity also correlates with the partial worth when the mask is
postponed. Together, these results indicate that the gradual
decay of V1 activity after the disappearance of a visual stimulus
is a plausible neural correlate of iconic memory. We are not
aware of alternative neuronal mechanisms for iconic memory,
but it would be useful if future studies could examine the influence of causal manipulations, like, for example, optogenetic
silencing, on the behavioral worth. We note, however, that complete optogenetic silencing of cortical activity in monkeys is still
hard to achieve with current technology.
A recent psychophysical study suggested that items in iconic
memory do not decay gradually but abruptly, object-by-object,
based on an analysis of how precise the features of a briefly presented stimulus can be reproduced later.34 According to this
view, the gradual decay of activity observed here could be
caused by averaging across trials, whereas an abrupt decay at
different time points should be apparent when analyzing

Figure 7. Interactions between iconic memory and central cue timing
(A) In the pre-cue condition, the central cue appeared before the discriminant segment. The neurons’ RF fell on a distal contour of the skeleton (green rectangle),
which was either connected to the discriminant segment (frames with continuous lines) or not (dashed). The pair of curves with the RF could be cued (green) or
non-cued (black) with the central line element.
(B) In the post-cueing conditions, the central cue appeared after the discriminant segments had disappeared. We here only illustrate conditions in which the curve
pair with the RFs was cued.
(C–E) Average V1 activity across 25 recording sites in monkey M in the pre-cue condition (C), COL = 0 condition (D), and COL = 176 ms (E). Time zero corresponds
to the onset of the three discriminant segments. Note that the contour element in the RF appeared at 250 ms, simultaneously with the other parts of the stimulus
skeleton and before the discriminant segments (see A). The contour element in the RF was either connected to the discriminant segment (continuous traces) or
not (dashed traces). The pair of curves covering the RF could be cued centrally (green) or not (black). Responses were stronger if the contour in the RF was
connected to the discriminant segment than if it was not. The extra activity is called ConnMod (green and gray areas) and represents a contextual influence from
outside the RF. The middle panels show the time course of ConnMod for cued and non-cued curve pairs and lower panels the difference, DConnMod (purple
area), which represents the cueing effect. The lower panels show the time course DConnMod (y axis), i.e., ConnModcued  ConnModnon-cued.
(F) Behavioral d-prime based on the monkey’s accuracy (magenta line, SEM across recording sessions). We used the average DConnMod to estimate d-prime
using linear regression (blue curve). Error bars represent SEM across recording sites.
(G) Schematic representation of ConnMod when the central cue appears at a COL of 0 ms so that the iconic memory trace for the discriminant segments (gray) is
still present and can boost connectedness modulation.
See also Figure S3.
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individual trials. To provide some insight into this matter, we took
advantage of the simultaneous recordings, allowing us to
average across V1 sites instead of across trials (Figure S4).
The results indicate that V1 activity decays gradually and with
a similar time course across single trials. They do not support
the abrupt decay of iconic memories at different time points,
although more work may be needed to fully resolve the debate.
Lastly, we investigated how cues interact with iconic memory
to increase the monkeys’ accuracy. We created a partial report
version of the paradigm by presenting the central cue at different
delays after the discriminant segments. Just as in Sperling’s
paradigm,3 the accuracy improved if the delay between the
discriminant segments and the cue was short, as if the cue was
just in time to capture the iconic memory trace.35 In the partial
report task, we measured a strong modulatory influence on V1
activity elicited by contour elements between the discriminant
segment and the eye-movement targets. These contour elements were part of the skeleton and therefore visible during the
entire trial. In accordance with previous work,29,36 these distal
contours elicited ‘‘connectedness modulation’’ in V1; more activity if they were connected to the discriminant segment than if they
were not (Figure 7G, top). Interestingly, the central cue interacted
with the connectedness modulation. Early cues presented before
the discriminant segments resulted in stronger modulation for the
cued curve pair than for non-cued pairs. Cues that were presented later than the discriminant segments also increased the
connectedness modulation but only during the iconic memory
phase. The influence of the cue on connectedness modulation
accounted for the monkey’s accuracy in the task, because early
cues caused extra connectedness modulation for the relevant
pair of curves, as if the discriminant segments were still visible
(Figure 7G, bottom), whereas late cues did not.
The difference in accuracy between early and late cueing trials of the partial report task was 3% and 8% in the two monkeys, which may seem modest if compared to the results of
Sperling.3 This difference between results is presumably
caused by several factors. First, the monkeys reported the position of one of two discriminant segments of the cued pair of
curves, with a chance level of 50%. In contrast, the subjects
of Sperling’s task could report up to four letters or digits, and
the chance level of reporting these items was therefore much
lower. Hence, the dynamic range of Sperling’s outcome measure was much larger. Second, we tested relatively short delays between the offset of the discriminant segments and the
onset of the cue, given the monkeys’ impatience when we tried
longer delays. It is conceivable that their accuracy would have
decreased further had we used longer delays. Importantly, the
influence of cue timing observed by us is comparable to that in
a previous study on iconic memory in humans7 that also used
cueing and observed a decrease in accuracy of 7% when the
cue was postponed by 150 ms.
Although we here focused on V1, the present results do not
exclude the involvement of other cortical and subcortical brain
regions in iconic memory. The iconic decay function of V1 activity is longer than the time constant of single cortical neurons,
which is only a few milliseconds.37 The decay function therefore
must reflect properties of recurrent loops, which exist within V138
and also between V1 and other brain structures. Of interest in this
context is a study in mice demonstrating that lateral geiculate
12 Current Biology 31, 1–14, December 20, 2021
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nucleus (LGN) silencing abolishes V1 activity within approximately 10 ms.39 This result suggests that V1 in interaction with
higher cortical areas does, by itself, not sustain activity long
enough to account for the shape of iconic decay function but
that it depends on loops that include the LGN and possibly other
subcortical structures.
However, our results do also not exclude contributions of extrastriate visual cortical areas V2, V3, and V4, which have their
own recurrent loops with the thalamus and exhibit a decaying
response upon the disappearance of a visual stimulus, resembling the V1 response.17,40,41 The properties of offset responses
in extrastriate cortex remain to be studied systematically, however (with the exception of a study42 in which the RF stimulus
was followed by another stimulus, causing a masking effect).
Neuronal responses in even higher areas, such as the inferotemporal cortex, last hundreds of milliseconds43,44 and sometimes even up to seconds45,46 after stimulus offset. This is longer
than the decay time of iconic memory, making it less likely that
neurons in these areas account for the properties of iconic memory. When a stimulus is followed by a mask, however, the activity
of inferotemporal neurons is quickly overwritten.18,43,44 Neurons in
the inferotemporal cortex presumably integrate visual information
from lower areas, which also explains why their activity depends
less on the precise duration of a brief visual stimulus.18 They
may contribute to a form of memory called ‘‘fragile short-term visual memory,’’12,47,48 which encodes less detail and lasts seconds
but can, just like iconic memory, be interrupted by a mask.
The most stable form of short-term visual memory is working
memory. Working memory is resistant to masking,49,50 but it
has a limited capacity of only a few items.51,52 Neurons in the
frontal53 and parietal cortex54 as well as in the medial temporal
lobe45,55 play a prominent role in the maintenance of working
memory representations, encoding previously presented stimuli
with persistent activity. Although these working memory signals
are weaker in low-level visual areas,56,57 their involvement in the
maintenance of working memories may be task dependent.1 It is
remarkable that recent studies demonstrated that the maintenance of the persistent activity in the frontal cortex also depends
on loops between cortex and the thalamus,58 just like we
mentioned regarding iconic memory in V1. It is therefore
tempting to speculate that the time constants of these thalamocortical loops increase from low-level to higher level areas.
These considerations, taken together, support the idea that
processing timescales increase when ascending the visual
cortical hierarchy.59,60 Higher areas contribute to increasingly
stable forms of visual short-term memory, going from iconic
memory in low-level areas to fragile visual short-term memory
in mid-level visual areas and working memory in association
areas.32 The accompanying decrease in storage capacity implies that not all iconic memories can be stored as working memories. As a result, cues that are presented when iconic memory is
still active can promote the storage of relevant information in a
durable, reportable form in the higher areas, whereas cues presented later cannot, because iconic memory has decayed.
In summary, our results demonstrate how the decaying
response of neurons in low-level visual areas can account for
the worth and decay of iconic memory. Future research can
take advantage of these findings to further explore how iconic
memories are transformed into more stable forms of memory,
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such as working memory. Indeed, the considerations above
inspire an important question for future work: do these three
forms of memory, iconic memory, fragile memory, and working
memory, provide a comprehensive account, or are they the first
approximation to a rich hierarchy of gradually increasing time
constants in higher cortical areas?
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
All animal procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. Two male macaque monkeys
(aged 9 and 12 at the start of the experiments) participated in the experiment. The monkeys were socially housed in pairs in a
specialized primate facility with natural daylight, controlled humidity and temperature. The home-cage was a large floor-to-ceiling
cage that allowed natural climbing and swinging behavior. The cage had a solid floor, covered with sawdust and was enriched
with toys and foraging items. The diet consisted of monkey chow supplemented with fresh fruit. The access to fluid was
controlled, according to a carefully designed regime for fluid uptake. During weekdays the animals received diluted fruit juice
in the experimental set-up upon correctly performed trials. We ensured that the animals drank sufficient fluid in the set-up
and supplemented extra fluid after the recording session if the monkeys did not drink enough. In the weekend the animals
received at least 700ml of water in the home-cage supplied in a drinking bottle. The animals were regularly checked by veterinary
staff and animal caretakers and their weight and general appearance were recorded in an electronic logbook on a daily basis
during fluid-control periods.
METHOD DETAILS
Surgical procedures and training
We implanted both monkeys with a titanium head-post (Crist instruments) under aseptic conditions and general anesthesia as
reported previously61,62. The monkeys were first trained to fixate on a 0.5 diameter fixation dot and hold their eyes within a small
fixation window (1.1 diameter). They then underwent a second operation to implant arrays of 5x5 micro-electrodes (Blackrock
Microsystems) in opercular V1. The inter-electrode spacing of the arrays was 400 mm. The animals were later trained to perform
the iconic memory task. We first obtained the data for the worth paradigm, after which the monkeys were trained on the slightly
altered tasks for the decay and cueing experiments. We recorded neuronal activity from one array in monkey D and two arrays in
monkey M.
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Electrophysiology
We recorded MUA using a PZ2 preamplifier and a RZ2-8 signal processor (Tucker Davis Technology). The signal was referenced to a
subdural electrode and digitized at 24.4 kHz. It was band-pass filtered (2nd order Butterworth filter, 500Hz-5KHz) to isolate high-frequency (spiking) activity. This signal was rectified (negative becomes positive) and low-pass filtered (corner frequency = 200Hz) to
produce multi-unit activity (MUA), which is the envelope of the high-frequency activity63. MUA reflects the spiking of neurons within
100-150mm of the electrode and MUA population responses are very similar to those obtained by pooling across single units61,63–65.
We used a video-camera based eye-tracker (Thomas Recording) to measure the eye position at a sampling frequency of 1017Hz in
monkey D and 508Hz in monkey M. We mapped the RFs of neurons at all recording sites using a moving light bar stimulus, as
described previously63.
We removed artifacts, i.e., trials with extreme MUA, using an iterative z-scoring procedure (values higher than 3 were removed). If
z-scores higher than 15 remained, the process was repeated, leading to the removal of less than 0.4% of all the trials. If necessary, we
used a second order Butterworth notch to filter out the refresh frequency of the monitor (55-65Hz). To normalize MUA, we subtracted
the spontaneous activity level in a time window from 250 to 50ms prior to the onset of the skeleton and dividing by the peak response
after LOWESS smoothing (26ms window). We only included recording sites with a signal-to-noise higher than 1. The signal-to-noise
ratio was computed by dividing the peak of the smoothed response by the standard deviation of the spontaneous activity level across
trials.
Behavioral task and stimuli
Stimuli were presented on CRT monitors (Dell) at a refresh rate of 85Hz for monkey D and 60Hz for monkey M, with a resolution of
1024x768 pixels, viewed from a distance of 44cm (monkey D) or 56cm (monkey M). The monitor for monkey D was 40 3 30cm
yielding a field-of-view of 48.9 x 37.6 , and the monitor for monkey M was 38.5 3 29 cm yielding a field-of-view of 37.9 x 29 .
All stimuli were created using the COGENT graphics toolbox (developed by John Romaya at the LON at the Well-come Department
of Imaging Neuroscience) running in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.). Monkeys performed a modified version of a curve-tracing task24 (Figures 1B–1D). A trial started with a 300ms period of fixation, after which we presented the skeleton of the stimulus. The skeleton consisted of 3 pairs of 2 saccade targets (purple circles with a diameter of 2.5 at 6 eccentricity for monkey D and a diameter of 1.5 at
4.7 eccentricity for monkey M) that were arranged around the fixation point. The contour elements were white (68 cd.m-2 for monkey
D and 72 cd.m-2 for monkey M) on a gray background (25 cd.m-2). There were three discriminant segments, which were briefly presented. The purple circle connected to the discriminant segment was the target for an eye movement. After a delay during which only
the skeleton was visible, a central contour element appeared, cueing the monkey to make an eye movement to the purple circle of
that pair that had been connected to the discriminant segment. Hence, the monkey had to remember all three discriminant segments.
In the response period, 750ms after the appearance of the discriminant segments, the fixation point changed from red to green,
cueing the monkey to make an eye movement (Figure 1). To avoid always presenting the exact same stimulus skeleton, we rotated
the entire stimulus display across trials in 4 steps of 5 degrees, but ensured that the discriminant segment was in the RF in all trials. We
pooled across these rotations in the analysis.
We used 3 slightly different versions of the paradigm to measure the worth, decay and the influence of cue timing. In the worth
experiment, we blocked iconic memory in half of the trials by presenting a meta-contrast mask for 100ms immediately after the offset
of the discriminant segments (Figure 1D)66 and we varied the duration of these segments across trials (58, 105, 152, 200, or 247ms). In
the decay experiment, we chose a duration of the discriminant segments that yielded a large accuracy difference between the mask
and no mask conditions, based on the monkey’s performance in the worth experiment. We fixed this duration (83ms for monkey D
and 153ms for monkey M) and varied the MOL, which is the time between the offset of the discriminant segments and the onset of the
mask (0, 17, 50, 83, or 183ms for monkey D and 0, 24, 59, 94, or 177ms for monkey M). The mask was presented on all trials. In the cue
timing experiment, there was no mask and the stimulus duration was fixed (183ms for monkey D, 294ms for monkey M), while we
varied the cue onset latency (COL), i.e., the time between the offset of the discriminant segments and the onset of the central cue
(0, 33, 67, 117ms for monkey D and 0, 47, 117, or 176ms for monkey M). There also was a pre-cue condition in which the central
cue was presented as soon as the skeleton appeared (247ms before the onset of the discriminant segments) and remained visible
throughout the entire duration of the trial. In all experiments, the duration of the delay was set so that the time between the onset of the
discriminant segments and the cue to make a saccade (change in the color of the fixation point) was 750ms.
We recorded behavioral and electrophysiological data simultaneously. In the worth experiment, we recorded 15,133 trials across
13 recording sessions in monkey D and 20,891 trials across 7 sessions in monkey M. In the partial worth experiment, we collected
10,778 trials across 10 sessions in monkey D and 21,522 trials across 9 sessions in monkey M. In both the worth and partial worth
experiments we obtained useful data from 20 recording sites in monkey D and 18 recording sites in monkey M. In the partial report
experiment we collected 7,004 trials across 8 sessions in monkey D and 22,016 trials across 9 sessions in monkey M. We recorded an
additional 6 sessions of data in monkey D, but due to a hardware problem the neuronal data from these sessions were not usable.
Hence, the behavioral data of the partial report experiment in monkey D contained 14,604 trials recorded during 14 sessions. We
obtained data from 13 recording sites in monkey D and 25 recording sites in monkey M. The trial numbers were equally distributed
across conditions. To estimate the reliability of the behavioral performance, we calculated the SEM of the accuracy across sessions,
which always were on different days.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Estimation of behavioral and neuronal worth
To measure the worth of iconic memory we fitted a sigmoidal curve with 3 free parameters to the monkeys’ accuracy as a function of
stimulus duration (Figure 2) using non-linear least-squares regression:
fðxÞ = 0:5 +

ðMaxAcc  0:5Þ
1 + ebðmxÞ

Where x is time in ms, MaxAcc determines the maximum accuracy reached for stimuli of very long duration, b the slope of the curve,
and m the stimulus duration at the inflection point. We constrained the curves for the masked and non-masked trials to have the same
slope, assuming that iconic memory does not depend on stimulus duration22. They also had the same maximum because the
accuracy is expected to reach a ceiling for long durations, in which case iconic memory has no effect. The worth is estimated as
the horizontal shift between the two curves.
To compute the neuronal worth, we examined the average MUA responses per monkey. For each stimulus duration, we computed
RespDiff, the difference in activity elicited by the discriminant segment inside and outside the RF (Figures 3A and 3B bottom rows). We
integrated the positive part of RespDiff (colored area in Figures 3A and 3B bottom rows) and fit a General Linear Model with a single
slope term (Figures 3C and 3D) for the conditions with and without a mask. We estimated the neuronal worth as the horizontal shift
between these lines. We also repeated this analysis per recording site (insets in Figures 3C and 3D).
We used a bootstrapping procedure to estimate the variability of behavioral and neuronal worth estimates. For each condition (e.g.,
stimulus duration, mask on/off) we randomly selected, with replacement, the same number of trials. We repeated this procedure
1,000 times and recalculated the behavioral and neuronal worth, resulting in a distribution of worth estimates and used it to determine
95%-confidence intervals.
Behavioral d-prime
In the partial worth paradigm, we integrated the positive part of RespDiff to estimate the behavioral d-prime, using linear regression.
Behavioral d-prime was calculated from the accuracy as follows67:
pﬃﬃﬃ
d0 = 2 F1 ðaÞ
Where a is the accuracy, and F-1 the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution.
Relation between the magnitude of the decaying response and accuracy
We used a SVM to investigate whether variations in the level of decaying activity in V1 across trials predict the monkey’s accuracy.
We trained the SVM to discriminate between trials with the discriminant segment inside and outside of the RF, based on the decaying
response phase (50-250ms after stimulus offset; gray shaded region in Figure 3B) and included the three shortest stimulus durations
of the worth experiment. The SVM defines a hyperplane in a space with one dimension per recording site that uses the decaying
neuronal activity to maximally separate trials in which the stimulus had or had not been in the RF. The SVM-score of a particular trial
is the distance between the point in space defined by the activity across recording sites and this hyperplane. The average SVM-score
was high, on average, if the discriminant segment fell in the RF and low if it did not. We sorted trials in the condition with the discriminant segment in the RF into those with a high and low SVM-score (ScoreIn in Figure 3D; median split) and compared the monkeys’
accuracy between these two groups of trials. We used a bootstrapping method to determine the significance of accuracy differences,
resampling trials with the stimulus in the RF (with replacement) and determining the difference in accuracy based on the median split
in the resampled data, for a total of 1,000 iterations.
Likelihood ratio test for performance on decay paradigm
We fit the relationship between MOL and performance with a logistic function using the Palamedes toolbox in MATLAB68. To assess
whether MOL had a significant effect on performance we compared the fits obtained from logistic functions in which the threshold
and slope could vary to a restricted model in which the slope was set to zero. The p value was obtained using a likelihood ratio test:
LR =  2ðlrestricted  lfull Þ
Where lrestricted was the log-likelihood of the data under the restricted model and lfull was the log-likelihood under the full model. The
value of LR was compared to a c2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom to calculate the p value.
Connectedness modulation
To measure the connectedness modulation (ConnMod, Figure 7), we subtracted the response elicited by the non-connected branch
(dashed curves in Figures 7C–7E) from that elicited by the connected branch (continuous curves in Figures 7C–7E) in a time-window
of 200ms window starting 100ms after the onset of the discriminant segment (pre-cue condition) or the onset of the cue (post-cue
conditions). ConnMod is expressed as fraction of the magnitude of the peak response (the normalization was described in the section
Electrophysiology, above). A ConnMod value of 0.1, for example, has an amplitude that equals 10% of the peak response. We performed a paired t test across recording sites to assess the significance of the ConnMod during the presentation of the discriminant
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segments. We calculated ConnMod for every recording site and for each of the five conditions. We determined the influence of the
timing of the central cue by subtracting the ConnMod evoked by the non-cued pairs from that evoked by the cued pair resulting in
DConnMod. To estimate behavioral d-prime we used the mean value of DConnMod in the same window as described above (purple
area in Figures 7C–7E), scaled linearly to the behavioral d-prime using linear regression.
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